
Art Gallery Fact Sheet

Chair: Soh Yeong Roh, Art Center Nabi, South Korea
Co-Chair: Jin Wan Park, Chung-Ang University, South Korea
Program Schedule: Wednesday, 7 December – Friday, 9 December

Fast Facts

● This year’s Art Gallery presents a total of 25 works ranging from interactive installations,
NFTs, Game Arts, and VRs to generative visualization performances highlighting its
theme, ‘Sustainability & Non-Fungibility’.

● Art Gallery received a relatively high number of proposals with 95 submissions (39
acceptances, 41.1% acceptance rate), demonstrating not only the relevance of this
theme to contemporary artists but also indicating the high caliber works that will be on
display.

● Art Center Nabi, Korea’s leading media art center co-organized the Art Gallery, giving it
a fresh look to the conventional booth-based exhibition. Selected artworks will be
featured in Art Center Nabi’s online archive in the form of audiovisual review of the Art
Gallery.

Quote from Soh Yeong Roh, SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 Art Gallery Chair:

“Media Art scene reflects the disintegration of the hegemonic geopolitical order that is shifting
from the West - We now see a proliferation of media art all over the world, especially in Asia. It
will be a wholesome experience to witness the richness and variety of young Asian media artists
through SIGGRAPH ASIA 2022 Daegu Art Gallery. “

SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 Art Gallery Program Highlights

● Chandra X
Inhwa Yeom, Seogsung Jang
Chandra X is a series of artistic diagnoses on the state of Planetary, implemented as
WebXR and 3D Performative Apparatus-Environment. The series speculates on how the
natural environment and biodiversity still function as a large capital in the near future.
Inspecting the multilayers of remote surveillance systems powered by virtual-real networks
and neo-colonialist interactions, the artwork reimagines the audience’s performative
engagement as a counterbalance to such systems.

● multi-lingua-body
Minori Manabe, Wataru Takamine, Richard Sahala Hartanto, Reita Maeno, Kai
Fukubayashi
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multi-lingua-body is an experience of selecting words that rhyme in many languages by
stepping forward out of an aim to blur the boundary of words as sound and meaning.
Through this work, language usage in new media is explored by closely looking at how it is
used in everyday oral, printing, radio broadcasting, and texting, as it expands non-fungibly.

● The Patient 05
Axl Le, Ingvild Friis Bjerkeli
In The Patient 05 from the NFT series The Patient (2021), Axl Le combines a bowl of
ramen with ironic visuals to depict an imagined scenario of two employees in a
less-than-normal workplace. These visuals aim to reflect on the role of a modern work
environment and how it impacts our life.

● Land Enough
Ray LC, Bengi Agcal, Ziyou Yin, Yanheng Li
Land Enough uses the issues of rising sea levels, energy, waste, and diversity in a fictional
climate-destroyed future. Each participant was given the role of explorer, architect,
scientist, or engineer to create artful technologies in a fictional climate-destroyed future.
These post-apocalyptic technologies signal the non-fungibility and fragility of nature.

● Origami Tessellations Induced by Growth
Tomohiro Tachi, Junichiro Horikawa, Daiki Kanaoka
Created with a software system called “Origamizer,” a customized computational system
that converts any polyhedral surface into an origami crease pattern, a series of origami
tessellations are presented by simulating the growth of membranes. The self-organized
winkling patterns allow the transformation of one surface into another with a different
curvature without stretching or shrinking. This piece thus demonstrates the universality of
the principle of folding in nature, art, and mathematics.

● The Emerging Media Art Performance of Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
Kyungho Lee, Yousang Kwon, Luce String Ensemble
This performance aims to transform the traditional classical music experience through
real-time generative visualization. The generative visualization algorithm evolves during
the performance based on three factors: (1) the musician’s performance audio signal;
(2) the audience’s sound/noise participation; and (3) the venue’s ambient sound
texture. By applying different weights to each factor, each performance’s visualization
will evolve, resulting in significantly different visual traces.

Full information about this year’s Art Gallery program can be found on
https://sa2022.siggraph.org/attend/art-gallery/

For the overall SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 program schedule, please visit
https://sa2022.siggraph.org/full-program/
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